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NextWORLD
“A virtual reality without parallel.  Just shy of photo-realistic.  Users "plug-in" 
for the ultimate escape in entertainment, commerce, and debauchery.”
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Even with NextWorld's unlimited potential for access and connectivity, Alex MacKenzie (25) runs alone--and that's 

just how he likes it. Alex logs his time in NextWorld posing as a SkyTrain tour photographer, swapping government 

sanctioned passports and credits from the very few who still travel this way. 

When a cyber bomb detonates in NextWorld's elite Buena Vista Casino, Alex narrowly escapes with his life. After a 

harrowing chase across the nexus, Alex jolts awake in the real world to discover he’s been framed. A nefarious crime 

boss forces Alex into Abbraxas, the future's solution to the world's overflowing prison population. Prisoners are put 

to sleep in morgue-like drawers and do their time in a virtual prison. 

Alex is injected with a digital bomb and is told he has three days to find a man named Lenny Wise, a mysterious 

prisoner who is thought to be hiding "off the grid". As Alex enters this strange new world, he discovers that nothing 

is quite as it seems.  He must uncover the true reason for why he was framed, why Lenny Wise is hiding, and what is 

truly at stake. NextWorld takes us across unbelievable new landscapes as Alex unravels the web of secrets and tries 

to escape across NextWorld, back to reality. 

NextWorld should be considered for 3D production and will use state-of-the-art green screen, motion tracking, and 

virtual world immersion.  (Avatar, Tron Legacy, Alice in Wonderland, Sin City, 300)

_synopsis
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EXT.  BUENA VISTA CASINO - DUSK
This zone of NextWorld is in constant sunset.  An opulent casino is built at the center 

of a lake.  Fountains spray thousands of feet into the air.

INT.  BUENA VISTA CASINO - NIGHT
This place is excess squared.  The kind of casino Steve Wynn would build if he had an 

extra trillion dollars lying around.

Unlike outside, the casino is in perpetual night.  Skylights cover the raised ceiling, 
with a collection of CONSTELLATIONS, PLANETS, and SHOOTING STARS visible from every 

angle.

HIGH ROLLERS strut.  COCKTAIL WAITRESSES glide.  Everyone here is dressed to the nines.  
No funny avatar costumes or masks allowed.  No NextWorld nonsense.
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“You need to leave with me right now Alex!”

_savannah



-- KA-BOOM!!!

The jumble of static EXPLODES outward.  A DIGITAL BLAST ripping across the casino floor. 
The electronic fabric of the casino has been breached, leaving a strange, broken 
landscape...

Alex, is tossed backward, into a bank of slot machines...
A terrifying, uneasy silence...

Then...  SCREAMS.  Horrible, ear-piercing screams.  Screams of panic and pain and terror 
and death.

“Somebody set me up!”

_Alex



_The real world



_The real world





“You're talking about a virtual prison with nearly three million 
inhabitants.  It'd be impossible for me to find any one man.  Especially 

if he's hiding in there on purpose.”

_Alex



INT.  PRISON BLOCK Z - NIGHT

PRISONER DRAWERS stacked nearly three hundred feet high.

TECHNICIANS push Alex all the way to the end of the hall.  A ROBOTIC ARM lowers on a track, 
carrying an ELONGATED BOX.

The technicians transfer Alex from the gurney into the box and close the lid.  They lock it 
once at every corner, and again at each of the hinges.

Still -- ALEX'S EYES -- constantly moving.  Scared.

The robotic arm grabs the box, lifting it up.  We FOLLOW it, all the way to the ceiling, a 
few rows shy of the top.

The arm SHOVES the box inside an open drawer -- CLOSES it --  LOCKS it tight three more 
times.

The robotic arm drops away.  The technicians exit, their words barely a whisper this high 
up.

The lights shut off, one by one, until we're in nearly complete darkness.

A DIGITAL READOUT on Alex's drawer flickers on:
MACKENZIE, ALEX L.  QUADRUPLE LIFE SENTENCE

IN THE BOX
Alex tries to scream -- his eyes wide -- silently screaming.

AUTOMATED VOICE (O.S.)
PenCorp International: building a better reality -- virtually.





Abbraxas
virtual penitentiary





“There will be no more running, no more hiding.  I assure you that in here, you will look reality in the 
face and see what you have become.”

_The Warden
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INT. ALEX’S CELL. NIGHT

PRISON SYSTEM (O.S.)
Prisoners, prepare for system shutdown.

Alex moves to the window -- looking out over Abbraxxas.  He watches as the digital 
sun streaks across the sky, dipping below the rooftops.  The yard is plunged into 
night.

The buildings shut down, one after another, dematerializing into a sea of black.  
Alex steps from the window. 

There is no escape from the nothing that approaches.

The wave hits Alex's cell and he is immediately FROZEN in place.  The silence 
throughout the prison has weight to it.

Slowly -- DEEP RED LINES OF CODE seep out of the base of Alex's neck.  Running the 
length of his body up and down until -- his eyes OPEN.  Slowly.  Blinking.

Smoky, gaseous TENDRILS disperse form Alex's body, creating a SPHERE OF LIGHT around 
him. We see the inner workings of the prison’s substructure within the light’s 
falloff.

Alex rubs the base of his neck, remembering:

ALEX
Cool.

Alex tests the door on his cell by pushing his arm through the force field.  Nothing 
stops him.  Success.

INT.  ALEX'S CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Alex passes several cells in the darkness, hugging tight to the wall when all of a 
sudden -- he is FACE TO FACE with a BURLY PRISONER, standing frozen in the doorway of 
his cell.

Alex jumps back.  Then realizes the prisoner is shutdown.  Alex playfully slaps the 
prisoner on the cheek and continues.

But we stay on the prisoner... And HIS EYES SPRING OPEN!  He steps out of his cell 
and stalks Alex through the darkness.
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